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Cultural journalist Oksana Forostyna surveys a handful of the best Ukrainian books of 
2006.  
 
 
Shoah in Lviv 
Yevhen Nakonechnyy 

In Shoah in Lviv Yevhen Nakonechnyy recalls his childhood and 
teenage years in Lviv from the outset of World War II. 
Nakonechnyy, who died in October, directed the Ukrainian 
studies department at the Lviv Stefanyk Scientific Library. This, 
though, is not a scholar's book, but the story of a boy who 
witnessed the death and suffering of his neighbors, the story of 
an ordinary Lviv house on an ordinary Lviv street, where Jewish, 
Ukrainian, and Polish people lived together, about the Jewish 
neighbor who saved the narrator’s mother from death when the 
Red Army retook western Ukraine, about Ukrainians who 
brought food to their former neighbors in the ghetto, about 
Ukrainian and Jewish children who grew up and played together 
until they were separated by death. 

 
Before the war, a third of Lviv's people were Jews. Nearly all were killed by the 
Nazis. Nakonechnyy preferred the Hebrew shoah to the Greek holocaust, translating 
it in Ukrainian as “catastrophe.” Indeed, the shoah was a catastrophe not only for 
the Jewish people, but also for the city of Lviv, its cultural, intellectual, and urban 
landscape.  
 
Shoah in Lviv was first published in 2004 by the author's home institution, to 
relatively little notice. It's done well enough in this new edition that Piramida 
reprinted it once last year. The publishers attribute some of its success to the fact 
that the author is not himself Jewish, a rarity among writers on the Jewry of Ukraine. 
Ada Dianova, director of Hesed-Aryeh, the Lviv Jewish charitable foundation that 
sponsored the new edition, implicitly confirms this, saying that a large body of 
documentary evidence and studies compiled by Jewish scholars closely matches 
Nakonechnyy's sources and memories. 
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A Prophet in His Country: Franko and the Community (1856–1886) 
Yaroslav Hrytsak 

In 2006 Ukraine marked the 150th anniversary of the birth of 
Ivan Franko at the highest level. The president appeared at 
celebrations of Franko's life; the government sponsored concerts, 
conferences, and books. 
 
But not this book. True, it was launched at the Lviv Book Fair in 
September, just in time for the official celebrations, as were 
plenty of other volumes devoted to Franko. But Hrytsak’s 
interpretation of Franko's early career fits no "official" pigeonhole, 
neither the "national" one of the past 15 years, nor the "socialist" 
one of the Soviet era. His approach is different. 
 
Just as Franko’s views were contradictory during his life, so his life and work became 
convenient hooks for contradictory ideologies after his death in 1916. He was a 
patriot for Ukrainian patriots in the country and abroad; a socialist and atheist for 
communists (during Soviet times Franko was ushered into the literary and ideological 
canon); a prophet and visionary for all who looked forward to the independence of 
Ukraine. 
 
Born into a backward and peripheral Galicia, Franko in his youth saw the beginnings 
of Galician modernization, Hrytsak writes. This was modernization run from Vienna 
through the Austrian bureaucracy in Lviv, capital of the largest region in the Austrian 
empire, and its fuel was rapid industrial development. These themes became very 
important for Franko’s fiction and for his political views and activity: oil distillation for 
lighting purposes and the kerosene lamp were invented in Lviv just before he was 
born, and Galicia soon became the third-biggest pumper of oil in the world. 
Contemporaries likened the oil boom around the town of Boryslav to the California 
gold rush. Franko was born not far away just as the boom was getting started, but 
Boryslav also owed its prominent place in his thought to other reasons. The town 
became central to his fiction very early, in 1876, when he threw himself into the 
socialist movement, and he was to return to it as a theme throughout his active 
creative life. 
 
Flanked by the Habsburg and Romanov empires, Galicia was a battlefield of ideas in 
Franko’s times, and Franko as an intellectual in that time and place reflected those 
battles. Typically for a Ukrainian student of the day, he began as a conservative 
Russophile. Around the age of 20 he went "radical," strongly influenced first of all by 
the positivism of Comte and secondly by socialist thought, and before long he found 
himself caught in the dilemma of reconciling the national and the supranational. His 
solution was to shift the backdrop of his thought from the concerns of an 
international, intellectual readership to the interests and problems of the Ukrainian 
people. 
 
This was no straightforward path, which is why Lviv historian Hrytsak’s book comes 
to more than 600 pages. He has written a biography of Franko and a microhistory of 
Galicia in one.  
 
“There are places on the map of the world where to be born is to be a loser. In the 
19th century, Austrian Galicia was one such place.” 
 

Access via CEEOL NL Germany
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Hrytsak begins his book with these words. He goes on to say that if the Galician 
forebears of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud – to name just two – "had stayed in this 
place forever, the world would hardly know a thing about their descendants of 
genius.” Franko published his works in Lviv, Krakow, Warsaw, Berlin, Vienna, Zurich, 
Geneva, and St. Petersburg. He might have been a figure of European scale, but he 
turned his eyes to his oppressed compatriots, becoming a prophet in his country.  
 
 
 
Anthem of Democratic Youth  
Serhiy Zhadan 

This is the fourth book of fiction by Serhiy Zhadan, who was 
once tagged the enfant terrible of Ukrainian literature. But with 
the arrival of even more terrible literary grown-ups he now looks 
if anything a bit of a romantic. 
 
The novel begins with the story of two former classmates who 
go into business together – San Sanych, former member of a 
shady club called Boxers for Justice and Social Adaptation, and 
Goga, who got his start buying and selling pharmaceuticals in 
war-torn Chechnya. When a would-be showbiz type called Slavik 
joins them at the old café they're running in Kharkiv and talks 

them into opening a gay club, business is looking good. Excepting the fact that gays 
won't come near the place. 
 
Zhadan claims he's doing nothing in this book but telling stories about his friends, 
but in some sense the book really is an anthem – not for “democratic youth” but for 
Zhadan’s generation, young people who remember their Soviet childhoods and who 
faced the USSR's crash as teenagers. It might well have been given the subtitle 
“How We Survived Transformations and Even Laughed.” 
 
And Zhadan’s audience does laugh. When he reads his fiction in public, he knows 
just which passages will get them laughing, but he never tries to be funny, either in 
his writing or his public appearances. Actually, he is very serious. Zhadan first 
showed the ability to join the grotesque with his openness to experience in his 
poetry, and has remained a poet in whatever form he uses.  
 
“Nobody ever really dies from lack of oxygen. People die from lack of love or lack of 
cash.” No other writer in Ukraine today is so often forgiven for his outspokenness. 
Zhadan is, even when he pictures his heart as “black from lost love, soft drugs, and 
bad food,” and when one of his stories leads off with “Democracy begins when 
somebody kills your dealer.” For critic Lesya Ganzha, Zhadan is a “shrill lyric poet; 
that’s why even the most pathetic moments – when he writes 'we' and declares on 
behalf of this 'we' that the most important thing is to live to be old, and also tells 
how it should be done – sound like free verse recited in your ear by some Jim 
Morrison or Kurt Cobain.” Maybe his inflection is the key: like the stream of water on 
the last page of this book, his voice won't let him be either cynical or high-flown. 
 
 
The Intent!  
Lubko Deresh 
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Deresh's name is a byword for the quickest success in Ukrainian 
literature. He published his first novel, The Cult, at 17. Six years later, 
two of his first three novels have been translated into German and 
Polish, and English versions may follow. In The Intent!, his fourth, an 
ordinary 11-year-old finds that his new infallible memory allows him not 
only to become the best student in the class but also to live multiple 
lives. A beautiful mind gives him supernatural freedom and exacts a 
supernatural price. Into a blend of sophisticated-sounding theorizing, 
visions, cynicism, irony, and romance, Deresh tosses odd bits of his own 
experience, such as the bohemian bookshop-café in Lviv where he once 
worked. 
 
His first novels took knocks for being too Stephen-Kingish, or Lovecraftish, or Eco-ish 
(he was an avid reader of the first two but says he hadn't read Eco then). The 
Intent! is taking some knocks for pathos, but other critics and fellow writers 
supported Deresh five years ago and support him now. There was even a rumor that 
the prominent writers Yuri Andrukhovych and Yuri Izdryk had written The Cult under 
a pseudonym. Young Deresh at first avoided the spotlight, but before long he 
achieved media success in the form of his picture in the Ukrainian edition of 
Cosmopolitan magazine. 
 
“The Intent! is, if not Deresh's best, his most balanced book,” wrote the critic Serhiy 
Vasylyev. “For the first time in his literary career he is trying to write simply, without 
multiplying essences to prove his postulates, but confining himself to literary 
technique alone.”  
 
 
All Our Men: Backroom Stories with Commentary 
Bukva i Tsyfra 

Bukva i Tsyfra ("Letter and Number") are trying to reinvent the 
wheel, pushing e-literature into traditional paper-and-ink 
formats. They started in 2005 with a selection of writers whose 
work first appeared on www.samvydav.net, Anthology of 
Ukrainian Samvydav 2000–2004. Unlike just a few years ago 
when censors controlled the publishing market, in the Internet 
era anyone can issue samizdat (samvydav in Ukrainian), but this 
freedom was not enough for bloggers. On samvydav.net 
everybody is equal – pen-pusher and talent. But to be recognized 
as writers, they tried to transfer the democratic and non-
hierarchical online literary community to traditional off-line 

shelves.  
 
All Our Men is very similar in form, but if there was no doubting the "common" 
origins of the samvydav anthology authors, the reader might wonder about the true 
authorship of this book's contributions. All are entries originally posted on the 
popular blogging site LiveJournal. These blogs by “Our Yulia” (aka Yulia 
Tymoshenko), “Our Petia” (former Secretary of the National Security and Defense 
Council Petro Poroshenko), “Our Kolia” (former Deputy Prime Minister Mykola 
Tomenko) and others signed as members of the cabinet and other prominent 
politicians, are funny, wry and smart. Too smart sometimes. 
 
Whether or not "Our Yulia" or "Our Kolia" are masks for common political geeks from 
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the Ukrainian blogosphere, most of their jokes are more sly than silly, and they seem 
to be well informed. … If nothing else, the book is useful for trendspotters. Trend No. 
1: both politics and blogs are curiously popular in Ukraine these days.  
 
The entries and readers' comments slightly resemble newspaper headlines – not in 
the phrasing but in the spirit. And so the border between traditional and blog 
journalism seems to be thin in Ukraine – trend No. 2?  
 
Ukraine is in seventh place worldwide in the number of LiveJournal accounts, even 
though only one in five Ukrainians uses the Internet. The Ukrainian weekly magazine 
Focus reports that the Cyrillic sector is the most active part of LiveJournal. And if a 
typical American LiveJournalist is a teen or housewife, the Ukrainian site abounds 
with lawyers, businesspeople, artists, and officials. The American creator of 
LiveJournal, Brad Fitzpatrick, "could only dream of such a boom in his country,” 
Focus wrote in its 3 February issue. 
 
In this extract from "Our Yulia's" entry dated 24 May 2005, a high Russian official is 
visiting the office of a top Ukrainian politician: 
 
… Vladimir Vasiliyevich made a baby face, his lips began to tremble, and tears 
started in his eyes, ready to stream down the rosy cheeks. 
 
“I want more!” Vladimir Vasiliyevich cried capriciously, pulling Yulia Volodymyrivna’s 
hand. 
 
“But we agreed it was the last time,” Yulia Volodymyrivna reminded him. 
 
“I want one more!” Vladimir Vasiliyevich whined and stamped his foot. “It's not fair!” 
 
“Okay, okay. But don’t bawl.”  
 
The general prosecutor of the Russian Federation quickly agreed. 
 
“Hide and I’ll find you!” the general prosecutor shouted in triumph and covered his 
eyes with thick hands. “I'll count up to ten … ten … eight … eleven …” 
 
“Where can I hide so he'll forget about me completely?" thought Yulia Volodymyrivna 
wearily, looking around her office for the next hiding place.  
 


